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LIGHT WEIGHT COMPOSITE ARMOR

Ballistic Hard and Soft panels designed for your various needs

Our clients are Military and Civilian
Agencies including Police, VVIPs,
Security Contractors, Security
Guards, Banks and CIT Companies.

Ballistic Fiber Panels:
Effective against IEDs, EFPs, land mines
and grenades. Stand-alone protection
against AK47 MSC, NATO Ball threats.
Ability to stop armor piercing (AP)
rounds. Applications include spall liners
and armor panels for high risk facilities,
military vehicles, police vehicles, VIP
vehicles, transporters, aircraft, border
patrol, sea vessels and helicopters.

Features:
LIGHT WEIGHT
Significantly lighter than conventional
panels available in world market, helping
to minimize the effect of armor weight
specially on a vehicle’s center of gravity,
speed and maneuverability.

DURABILITY
Resists degradation from moisture,
chemicals and UV light.
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Applications of Ballistic Fiber Panels:

KANAS
GROUP

BALLISTIC FIBER PANELS
Protection level: STANAG 4569 / AEP55 / CEN / USA NIJ

Sizes can be offered (in mm):
500 x 500
1000 x 1000
1200 x 1200
1500 x 1500
2200 x 1500
Or as per customer’s requirement
subject to the limitations of our
maximum size possibility.

We can also produce cut to size
parts for the ease of your
installations. We can specially
design your firewalls and floor
blankets for various protection
levels. All products are tested and
certified.

Applications of Ballistic Fiber Panels:

►Military applications ►Homeland Security projects ►Banking sites ►High Risk Facilities
►Law enforcement & government buildings ►Court rooms & Judge’s chambers ►Parking kiosks
►Embassy & consulate buildings ►Safe/panic rooms ►Vehicles, Helicopters and Sea Vessels

Ballistic Floor Panels / Blankets:
Material : PE
Thickness : 7 mm
Protect level : V50 above 600 m/s
Weight : 5.8kg per sq. meter

Up Armoring
You can fit our product from outside
on top of your existing armoring. We
pre-make bolt holes subject to your
requirement and supply the company
own developed adhesive.


